
Double Knit Nordic Heel Chart

Practice- Front side only

Here is the chart for the sample heel that I posted.   The “loops” at the bottom represent the 
provisional cast on.  The next row up is the double knit set up row.  

Row #1- With both yarns back slip the first knit stitch.  Bring both yarns forward.  Slip the back purl 
stitch.  Bring both yarns to the back.  Be sure to hold them firmly as these slipped stitches , and the 
first few stitch of the row ,need to be snug.  Work  across , following the chart.

Row #2- Holding both yarns in back, slip the first stitch.  Bring both yarns to front.  Slip the back 
purl stitch.  Knit across following the chart.

Rows #3-17  Repeat the process.

Row #18-  At the end of this row you will begin closing the short rows.  

* If you have no read my tutorial, please check out  “”Sock Tutorials and Tips” page and select  “J’s 
Short Row Tutorial.”  This method is how I closed this heel.

Set-up



Row #18- Slip the first two stitches as on previous rows.  Work across row following the chart, until 
you reach the last set( knit st =A, purl st =B) of stitches before the turn.  

With yarns in back Slip the knit stitch ( A ) knitwise onto the right needle.  

Passing the tip of the right needle to the left, over  B, reach down to the left and lift the SPR onto 
the right needle.  Using the appropriate color, knit these two stitches together through the back 
loops, such as you would an SSK.  See illustration below for set up.

* You will note that illustration #2, the Slip St A  has been slipped knitwise.

#1-

#2-



Next, bring both  yarns to the front.

Slip “B” onto right needle.

Turn work clockwise, so that working field is on your left.  With tip of left needle, reach over “B” 
and pick up the SPR(as you did for side A)  from the stitch to the right of  “B” ( it will look the 
same as on the A side, but will be slightly slanted to the left).  Turn your work  back counter 
clockwise.  Now Purl “B” and the SPR on the reverse side together.

Turn you work to begin row 19.  With both yarn firmly held in back, slip the first stitch.  Bring both 
yarns to front, slip the purl stitch as before.

Knit across to within one stitch of turn and repeat the above process.

Row #20-  Knit across in establish pattern to the “naked stitch.”  This is the stitch that was 
stripped of it’s partner in the row below.

Use the “naked” stitch as you would  A and B above, and repeat the process.

When all the short rows are closed knit across to opposite end from end of provisional chain.

Pull knitting through to ride on cord of circle needle.  

Undo chain and pick up loops with right end of circle needle. 

Once the stitches are on knit across using both yarns.

As this is just a practice piece, I would suggest place all the stitches onto a piece of waste yarn so 
you can keep is for a demo.



Tips-

If you like this you must consider using almost 2 sizes smaller needle for your heel as 
double knitting that rides on one needle tends to created a much larger gauge that usual.  In my 
case the Nordic Knee Highs that I posted were made on a #3 to get a gauge of 8 stitch per inch.  To 
match that I had to use a #1 needle to create a heel with the same gauge.

Best advice - SWATCH!!!!!!!  Your double knitting pattern first. 

You can contact me if you have questions.

Happy knitting

KT



Here are some additional chart options for you to try.




